Illinois Department of Natural Resources
Resources Trunks and Packs for Loan

Aquatic Illinois
Suggested Grades: 3 – high school

Field Trip Pack
Suggested Grades: prek – 3

Illinois' Birds
Suggested Grades: 3 – middle school

Illinois' Amphibians and Reptiles Field Pack
Suggested Grades: k – high school

Illinois' Fossils
Suggested Grades: 3 – middle school

Illinois' Insects and Spiders
Suggested Grades: prek – middle school

Illinois' Invasive Species
Suggested Grades: middle – high school
Illinois Department of Natural Resources
Resources Trunks and Packs for Loan

Illinois’ Pollinators
Suggested Grades: prek - middle school

Illinois’ Prairies
Suggested Grades: k – middle school

Illinois’ State Symbols
Suggested Grades: k – middle school

Illinois’ Trees
Suggested grades: prek – 10

Illinois’ Wild Mammals
Suggested Grades: k – middle school

People and Animals from Illinois’ Past
Suggested Grades: k – middle school